TWO ORCHESTRA'S WILL COMPETE FOR HONORS AT CONCERT AND DANCE

CLUB MEMBERS PUT FINISHING TOUCHES ON ENTERTAINMENT

Punch Will Be Served During Tech's Newly Owned Offering

TICKETS SELLING FAST

Finishing the details of their preparations for the combined Technological-Boston University Prom, which will be held Friday night at the Hotel Somerville, several members of the committee have been busy arranging the seating in the present auditorium and making up the plans for the festivities that will be held by the Boston University students. The Student Council has been busy working on the social side of the program and will seek to present an outstanding program for the concert. There will be songs, dancing, and other entertainments. The Boston University students have arranged for a dance to be given on the day following the concert.
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Identity of Prom

Girl Surrounded By Deep Mystery

Redemptions Continue Until End of This Week; Small Number Left
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We are informed that the concert will take place on the 13th of March and will play at 9:00 o'clock in the evening at the Hotel Somerville. Miss Mary Helfin and her Cohabiting Cuf,
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Two Tournaments

Begin Monday For

The Squash Players

Handicap and Round scheduled to Start

Next Week

Two new tournaments are set for the Rotovarathars next Monday. One is a handicap event for freshman, and the other is of the seven rounds, with the winner receiving a trophy. The handicap will be played at 8:30 and the seven rounds at 9:30. The winners of the match will be announced at 9:45.

Favors Ordered

For other events, the following favors are expected for this tournament: For the championship, the winner will receive a trophy and a set of cards and will be presented with a certificate of Socialism, which will be signed by the President of the United States. The second place will receive a trophy and a set of cards and will be presented with a certificate of Socialism, which will be signed by the President of the United States. The third place will receive a trophy and a set of cards and will be presented with a certificate of Socialism, which will be signed by the President of the United States. The fourth place will receive a trophy and a set of cards and will be presented with a certificate of Socialism, which will be signed by the President of the United States.

DAME AND JONES

PLAY AT CORNELL

 Ranking Tennis Players Enter Inter-University and Inter-College Championship

Competitive tennis at Technology is to enter the inter-collegiate and inter-city championships with great enthusiasm. The men's teams will compete in both the inter-collegiate and inter-city championships, while the women's teams will participate in the inter-city championships.

Dancing

For other events, the following favors are expected for this tournament: For the championship, the winner will receive a trophy and a set of cards and will be presented with a certificate of Socialism, which will be signed by the President of the United States. The second place will receive a trophy and a set of cards and will be presented with a certificate of Socialism, which will be signed by the President of the United States. The third place will receive a trophy and a set of cards and will be presented with a certificate of Socialism, which will be signed by the President of the United States. The fourth place will receive a trophy and a set of cards and will be presented with a certificate of Socialism, which will be signed by the President of the United States.

COMMUNITY CHURCH GIVES OUT PROGRAM

Dame Rachel Cmdes of the League of Nations Speaks

"Can we still believe in the value of personality?" will be the subject of a talk by Dame Rachel Cmdes of the League of Nations, who has been invited to speak at the Sunday School Union of the Community Church. The talk will be given at 10:30 a.m. on Sunday, March 7, in the auditorium of the church.

ALDERL LECTION WILL DEAL WITH PROBLEMS IN BRIDGE ENGINEERING

Deliveries Fourth Allegro This Afternoon

Fourth in Series of Aldred Lectures Given

SUPERVISES HUDSON SPAN

"Hudson Project in the Construction of Large Bridges" will be the sub-

ject of a lecture by Aldred S. Hulse, and will be delivered in the auditorium of the Community Church on Friday, March 5, at 8:30 p.m. Aldred S. Hulse is a well-known bridge engineer and is expected that the lecture will be

The Aldred Lecture, given in the American Society of Civil Engineers, is the largest bridge in the world. The lecture will be given by Aldred S. Hulse, a well-known bridge engineer, and is expected to be the largest bridge in the world.